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ABSTRACT
The process of reactive in situ synthesis of dense ceramic
matrix composites in Ti-B-C, Ti-B-N, Ti-Si-N systems is
modeled. These ceramics are fabricated on the basis of
compacted blends of ceramic powders, namely Ti-B4.C
and/or Ti-BN. The objectives of the project are to identify
and investigate the optimal thermal conditions preferable
for production of fully dense ceramic matrix composites.
Towards this goal heat transfer and combustion in dense
and porous ceramic blends are investigated during
monotonous heating at a constant rate. This process is
modeled using a heat transfer-combustion model with
kinetic parameters determined from the differential thermal
analysis of the experimental data.

The kinetic burning parameters and the model
developed are further used to describe the thermal
explosion synthesis in a restrained die under pressure. It is
shown that heat removal from the reaction zone affects the
combustion process and the final phase composition.

INTRODUCTION
Development of efficient technologies for production of
new materials with predetermined mechanical, electrical
and thermophysical properties lies in the focus of
scientific and engineering efforts. One type of such
materials are composites based on nonoxide ceramics. In
the recent years the concept of in-situ composite materials
gained importance. These are materials in which
reinforcements, matrices and desired interfaces are formed
during material processing. This route to ceramic materials
production has proven cost effective relative to other
technologies.

This project is devoted to production of Ti- based
non-oxide ceramics by reactive in-situ synthesis using
compacted blends of Ti-B4C, Ti-BN ceramic powders. Ti-
based composite materials have several important
properties, including hardness, strength, ability to
withstand high temperatures, high wear resistance, and
high thermal and electrical conductivity. Known industrial
production methods of these materials yield ceramics with
coarse microstructure having insufficient toughness and
strength. We aim to resolve this problem using the in-situ
reactive material production.

The main goal of this project is to develop a
technological process for the reactive in-situ processing of
fully dense ceramic matrix composites, namely Ti-based
non-oxide ceramics (TiB2, TiC and Ti5Si3). This material
production method includes several thermal processes,
namely heating, combustion, cooling, which significantly
affect the final material properties. The specific objective
of this paper is to identify and investigate the optimal
thermal conditions preferable for production of fully dense
ceramics. Towards this goal heat transfer and combustion
in dense and porous ceramic blends are investigated during
monotonous heating at a constant rate. The apparent

thermal diffusivity is measured during the heating,
together with the characteristic temperature drop across the
specimen. The process is modeled using a heat transfer-
combustion model with kinetic burning parameters
determined from the differential thermal analysis of the
data obtained on the experimental temperature profiles.

The kinetic burning parameters and the model
developed are further used to describe the thermal
explosion synthesis in a restrained die under pressure. It is
shown that heat removal from the reaction zone affects the
combustion process and the final phase composition.

MEASUREMENT OF THERMOPHYSICAL
PROPERTIES OF COMPACT SPECIMENS
The specimens' properties which were experimentally
tested are summarized in Table 1. Figure 1 presents a
schematic of the measurement cell with a specimen placed
within a steel 304 container. The diameter d and the length
1 of the specimens varied in the following ranges d=18-
20mm, l=40±lmm. The specimens were placed in the
container between the plate and the lid, both of which were
in a good thermal contact with the specimen. The container
was put vertically in the furnace and heated from the sides
(see Fig. 1). This arrangement was used for measurements
of dense samples (with porosity of about 1%).

Figure 1. Experimental setup. 1 - Argon container, 2 - valve, 3
- pressure reducer, 4, 6- manometers, 5 - reducing valve, 7 -
flow rate control valve, 8 - manometer, 9 - flowmeter, 10 -
furnace, 11 - heater, 12 - measurement cell, 13 - specimen, 14 -
thermocouples, 15 - insulation.

We examined the nonstationary temperature field in
the points 1, 2, 3 of the specimens and found out that the
temperature in the upper point 1 is always higher than in
the lowermost point 3. This introduced inaccuracy in the
measurement method, which cannot be taken in the
account in calculations of thermal conductivity.

The above shortcoming does not exist in the
measurement cell which was developed later for porous
specimens (with porosity of about 20%). This cell is
placed horizontally in the furnace, so that the heating
occurs from the lids. The exact position of the cell within
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the furnace was determined to assure that the temperature
field within the samples is symmetric. During the
measurement of thermal diffusivity Argon was constantly
supplied in such a way so that to eliminate the contact of
the specimen with the air. The Argon discharged from the
openings within the container, the sizes of which, as well
as the permeability of the porous insulator, were chosen to
create the necessary hydraulic resistance for the flowing
Argon. Its flowrate was chosen to make the temperature of
the gas supplied to the cell, is as close as possible to the
temperature of the lateral surface of the specimen. For this
purpose the temperature of the Argon, entering the
measurement cell was monitored using a special
thermocouple.

The experimental method for the determination of
thermal conductivity and thermal diffusivity had been
described earlier [1]. The measurement cell for testing
samples in the Argon atmosphere was calibrated using the
steel 304 specimen of the same size as ceramic specimens.
The results on thermal conductivity vs temperature were
compared with the literature data. The discrepancy does not
exceed 5%.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Figure 2 depicts one of the typical results for thermal
conductivity of compact specimens. One can see that k
significantly increases at high temperatures due to the
combustion reaction. In this temperature range the
measurements do not represent the true material properties,
but rather depend on the reaction kinetics. The values of k
at lower temperatures are less affected by the combustion
process, where they depend on the porosity and the contact
area between the grains. As a general trend, the
conductivity decreases with increasing porosity and
decreasing contact area between the grains, which depends
on the pressing process.

800 1000

Figure 2. Thermal conductivity of B4C +• 3Ti specimens vs
temperature in Air (C2) and Argon (C3).

The measured thermal conductivity of C2 specimen
in Air exhibits occurrence of the combustion reaction at
temperature of about 600 C, which is significantly lower
than in the SHS process. Apparently this is due to the heat
release resulting from a reaction with surrounding air. This
trend repeated itself for all specimens tested with porosity
of 20% and above. To avoid this unwanted effect, further
tests were conducted in Argon atmosphere. In this case the

measurements performed for a similar specimen C3 shows
that the combustion begins at much higher temperatures
(about 800C) than for the similar specimen in Air.

These tests revealed also a significant difference
between thermal diffusivity of B4C-Ti-Ni specimen in
Argon and Air, at low temperatures (about 200C) which
amounts up to the factor of 8. This cannot be attributed to
the difference between thermal conductivities of these
gases, which is not large enough to explain this trend.
Apparently the larger values of k measured in Air is a
result of heat released during an oxidation reaction,
occurring as early as at 200C.

In addition, the difference between temperatures of
thermocouples 1, 2, 3 within the specimen was used to
determined the kinetic coefficients of the combustion
process (see below).

THEORETICAL MODEL
The lumped-capacity theoretical model has been developed
and aimed at describing the combustion process and
determination of the kinetic parameters characterizing the
combustion kinetics. This model is schematically shown
in Figure 3.

1 1
A2h;

central part of
the specimen

surface layers
of the specimen

Figure 3. Schematic of the lumped-capacity heat transfer and
combustion model

The specimen's mass is divided into two parts: one -
corresponding to the central part, with the temperature T2
corresponding to that measured by thermocouple 2, and a
surface layer with the temperature T\ corresponding to that
measured by thermocouple 1. The thermal resistances
between the layers is (Aihi)"*, where A] is the cross-
section area and hi=k}/Ax is the heat transfer coefficient,
expressed via the specimen's thermal conductivity and the
distance between thermocouples Ax. The surface layer
exchanges heat also with the container via the
corresponding thermal resistance (A2h2)"*, wherein h2
takes into account the contact resistance and thermal
conductivity of the container material (steel 304). The
container in turn, is heated via thermal resistance (A^h^)'^-
within the furnace wherein the temperature changes linearly
with time T =T0+bt, with b being the heating rate.

According to the above model the equations of the
evolution of the temperatures are:

dT,(t) T, . . E
= Vi0exp(Vi0exp(

-Alhl[Ti(t)-T3(t)]-A2h2lTl(t)-T2(t)l

(1)
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(3)

where V\, c\ V% C2 are the volumes and the specific heats
of the corresponding parts of the specimen, To is the
initial temperature, Q is the volumetric heat release, E is
the activation energy, R is the gas constant and K is the
combustion kinetic function, dependent on the percentages
of burning, c\, 02 within the layers. The equation for
evolution of o\, 02 are:
do(t) E <4)
^ = CT;(0exp(-—Mcr,), , = 1,2,

wherein the function vis
t. (5)

In the above, the kinetic constants k i , k2 are unknown
quantities, which are determined from the differential
thermal analysis of the experimental data, namely, by
analyzing the temperature difference T1-T2 .
These equations were solved subject to the initial
conditions

<x,-(0) = l, 1 = 1,2, 7/(0) = ro , 1 = 1,2,3. (6)
As a result, we determine the temperature difference T1-T2
as a function of time, which was used to describe the
comparable data measured in the experiments. The
calculations were performed for different Iq, k2, which
were chosen so as to provide the best agreement with the
measured values of the temperature difference throughout
the combustion process.

RESULTS OF MODELING
The model was used in the two-fold manner. First the
calculations were performed for the differential thermal
analyses and estimations of the kinetic coefficients. At the
next stage we used the fitted values of k 1, k2 to calculate
the behavior of the specimens undergoing the SHS process
at high pressures.

The results of differential thermal analysis are
presented in Table 1 and in Fig. 3, which presents the
typical calculated curves for T1-T2 and the experimental
points for the same quantity. The coefficient kj is the
kinetic coefficient at the beginning of the burning process,
when the difference Cj(0)-aj(t) is small and the kinetic of
burning is in its fastest stage (see eq. (5)). One can see that
this coefficient is larger for dense samples, wherein the
grains are more densely packed against each other and the
contact area is the largest. On the other hand, the
coefficient k2 describes the impediment of burning,
incurred by the formation of the barrier layer between the
grains of the reaction products. Clearly this barrier is
higher for more porous layers, which is confirmed by the
values of k2 listed in Table 1.
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Figure 3. Determination of the kinetic combustion constants
by the differential thermal analyses. B4C + 3Ti specimen (C{)

Speci-
men

N2
N2
N2
C2

SHS
experim.
no ingnit.

ignition

Theoret. Model
E=150 E=200kJ/Mol

no ingnit.
no ingnit.
ignition
ignition

no ingnit.
ignition
ingnit.

ignition

T

1300
1385
1900
1300

Table 2 Summary of the ignition events, as occurred in the
SHS and predicted by the model.

These values of k\, k2 were used to model the SHS
process. For this purpose we used the model analogous to
the model (1) - (6), with the following changes:
1. The temperatures within the specimen were calculated,
in conditions when it is heated by the die (punch);
2. The temperature of the punch was calculated assuming
that its outer surface is held at a constant temperature
(1300orl400K)
3. The values of the kinetic coefficients determined from
the differential thermal analyses retain their values also in
the high-pressure conditions of SHS.

An example of the results of such calculations for
the B4C+3T1 specimen (Ci) is shown in Figure 4.
Explicitly, Figure 4 shows evolution of the temperatures
within this specimen placed instantaneously in me die, the
temperature of which is held at 1300K. The character of the
temperature curves shows that the SHS does not occur in
this conditions, as predicted from the model. We also
studied the effect of thermal conductivity of the punch
material (alloy M-6000); namely we performed calculations
with k taken 25 times less than its values of the alloy. The
results show that the ignition still does not occur. Figure 8
also shows the effect of the activation energy on the SHS.
One can see that with E diminished from 150 kJ/Mol to 80
kJ/Mol the ignition occurs after about 14 seconds, which
qualitatively agrees with the comparable time period
measured in the SHS setup.

The values of the kinetic constants k\, k2, were
determined for E=150 U/Mol. Therefore use of the lower
value for E necessitates re-calculation of k\, k2- Rather
than doing so for this E, which appears rather low, we
returned for the previous activation energy E=150 kJ/Mol
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and calculated the value of ki which corresponds to the
threshold of ignition. This was done for the fixed value of
k2 and for various values of thermal conductivity of the
punch material, Xpunch- As a result, we obtained the
threshold value (ki)ignition- F° r thermal conductivity of
alloy M-6000 (about 16W/mK) (kl)ignition is close to
lOV 1 . Increase of XpUnch even up to unrealistically high
values yields lower (ki)ignitiOn, which is however still
larger than k i , determined from the differential thermal
analyses. As such, the model predicted that if a specimen
does not ignite in the existing punch, such specimen will
not ignite in other thermal conditions. This was found
both for B4C+3Ti and 2BN+3Ti samples
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Figure 4: Modeling of the SHS in B4C +3Ti (C\) specimen.

The above conclusion is inconsistent with the
observations of the SHS process for several samples tested.
This pointed out at the possibility that the kinetic
constants were determined inadequately from the differential
thermal analyses. To check this possibility, we calculated
the threshold value Cki)ignition m a w i ( l e range of kinetic
parameters k2- Some results of these calculations are
depicted in Fig. 5 (white symbols), together with the
values of (ki), which most closely fit the differential
thermal analysis data for each given £2 (filled symbols).
One can see that for values of k2 exceeding 10 there is a
large gap between these two sets of data. On the other
hand, for k2 lesser than 1, these two predictions agree
satisfactorily. Therefore, the values of k2 determined from
DTA are unrealistically large. The determination of the
optimum values of the kinetic coefficients should be
focused at the range where k2 is much smaller. Basing on

the conjecture that the true values of the kinetic constants
are in the range of k2 ~ 0.1 - 1, we can conclude that the
specimen C2 (B4C+3T1) is likely to ignite, since in this
range the calculated threshold values of ki and those
determined from the DTA are close to each other.

On the other hand, similar data for N2 specimen
(not shown) show that even in the range of small k2 there
is a significant gap between the calculated threshold values
of k\ and those determined from the DTA. Therefore,
according to the model, this specimen will not ignite.

The above conclusions are summarized in Table 2,
which includes also the conditions at which the
calculations were performed. Basing on the value of the
activation energy E=150 kJ/Mol, one can see that the
proposed model can adequately predict the occurrence of the
ignition in the SHS process. Yet a considerable work is
still needed to establish a robust procedure for
determination of reliable values of the kinetic constants of
the various specimens.
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Figure 5: Threshold value of k\ (hollow symhols), for which
the ignition occurs, as predicted by the SHS model, vs k2 -
Black symbols: kj vs k2 obtained from the experimental data.
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Specimen No

Ni in Air
Ciin Air
N2 in Air
C2 in Air
C3 in Argon

C4 in Air
C4 in Argon

Material

2BN+3Ti
B4C+3Ti
2BN+3Ti
B4C+3Ti

B4C+Ti
B4C+Ti+Ni
B4C+Ti+Ni

Density
kg/m3

4100
3700
3450
2940

2940
3250
3250

Porosity
%

~1
~1
20
20
20
15
15

Kinetic Coeffic.
k i . s " 1 ^2

11.7xl03

76x104

1.23xl03

79.1xl03

645

104

250
250

Thermal Conduct.
W/mK

1.6
1.1

10.5
2.2

0.8+
0.7t
o.it

Thermal Diffusiv.*
10"6m2/s

5.0
2.8
3.8
1.0

0.35

*a t600K t a t 525.K
Table 1 Experimental data on specimens tested
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